
BREAK TIME  

FIFTH PARTNERS ‘  MEETING  

 

ITALY with its referent Michelina Petruzzi , coordinator of a KA229 BREAK TIME, as decided in the previous 

meeting with partners,  organizes a meeting with only the partners’ coordinators teams to discuss about: 

1. OFFICIAL LOGO 

2. FOLLOWING PROJECT STEPS IN 2021 

On 22 January 2021  at 6pm  the Erasmus partners’ teams , the four coordinators, met online in a google 

meet to the link meet.google.com/uuj-prpu-jba to discuss about  LOGO of  the project BREAK TIME. 

1. The coordinator informs about the difficulties to create a logo starting from the two ones which won the 

challenge on 22 december. A discussion starts about focusing on the main topic of a few partecipation of 

some teams’ collegues in the previous meeting and a luck of equality/democracy  in voting and also 

impartiality in the number of logo for each Country. On the other hand to mix two logos created many 

difficulties about digitalization, colours,originality and  fundamental cruxes that are : what the logo  has to  

communicate to other people  and how to have a unique product made by students. At the end of discussion 

the coordinators decided to repeat the challenge  and point some rules: 

1. Choose only 3 logos for each Country 

2. Don’t vote our own logos 

3. ONLY Two teachers for each Country can vote 

After that the coordinator invites Mutlu Altay from Turkey to create a Google module and to share the link 

in our group. Each coordinator sent the link to only one collegue from his/her Country and the challenge will 

be done. The challenge  is about  15 logos (3 for each Country) realized by students  , it will be made on 

google form to create impartiality and to be faster in the choice.  

2.Coordinators explained all the difficulties linked to this PANDEMIC PERIOD linked not only to the difficulty 

everyone have to move for mobilities but also the difficulties to motivate students and teachers to be 

involved in the ERASMUS project . Each Country has different situation linked to online or in presence 

teaching. Turkey will be on a forced holiday till 15 February, Romania don’t know when they will be back to 

school and Italy too. Estonia is having a shool days half in presence and half online and Spain has never closed 

school, so it is difficult to have equal opinion. The only sure position is that we won’t travel for mobilities till 

the situation all round Europe change.  

For these reasons coordinators decided to try to organize an online meeting on google with 5/7 students and 

2/3 teachers for each Country  to present our own schools  and Cities  and to organize an online game during 

the meeting to improve motivation and to be aware how Erasmus + can create a community of learning.  

After that they decided to meet during the last week in February to organize the meeting in the first week of 

March. 

The competition  was made during weekend and the  results were shared after everyone voted  on Sunday 

night on whatsapp group and the  LOGO which  had more points  was the 2nd  one presented by Estonia.  

So grateful for my collegues to cooperate. 

       25/01/2021                                                                                                                              THE COORDINATOR 

MICHELINA PETRUZZI 


